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Leadership Enhancement Seminar  

Wednesday 10 May 2017  

12pm to 2pm in Guidelight Boardroom, Level 4, 270 Adelaide Street Brisbane CBD  

Take this rare opportunity to attend the following 2 hour professional leadership seminar 

presented by two of Australia’s lead Executive Coaches and Organisational Development 

Consultants:  

You are invited to benchmark yourself against The Five Key ingredients for high performance 

leadership - for our current times, which are listed below.   

 1. The components of Leadership Integrity and Leadership Trust   

2. Achieving deep engagement and powerful positive influence   

3. The steps and practices to evolve from traditional or Positional Power  to mature or 

Authentic Power.   

4. Keeping person centred humanity deeply embedded in an organisation’s structure -

 thereby increasing genuine leadership power and effectiveness.     

5. Changing outmoded Leadership myths regarding “all-knowing” and infallibility – to 

instead lead with power and grace.  

  

WHO ARE THE PRESENTERS ?  

Marco Korn – Psychologist, BA (Hons) Psych, MAPS, MAHRI Marco Korn is a highly regarded consultant 

to organisations and executive coach to leaders in the private and public sector. He is a senior 

psychologist of 27 years’ experience with expertise in individual mental health and organizational and 

leadership well being and performance.  

Marco is highly literate in deep and practical processes for change, resolution and development, drawing 

on extensive experience as a psychotherapist, mediator, executive coach and systems consultant. He is 

well read in areas of ethics in leadership, philosophy and Eastern and Western spiritual traditions. Marco 

has a keen interest in human values and the profound benefits to individuals, relationships, families and 

organisations that are possible when people’s journey includes clarity and practical connection to 

individual and collective values.  
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Peter Doyle - Psychologist, B Psych (Hons), MAPS, MCCOUNP, MCOP  

Peter is an outstanding psychologist who has had over 25 years’ experience in the workplace and 

counselling setting to help clients with a diverse range of personal, lifestyle and psychological well being 

issues.  

Peter has been particularly sought out by motivated individuals seeking to utilise advanced positive 

psychology tools to transform into their next level of potential. Peter finds it incredibly rewarding to 

assist people to tackle the difficulties or obstacles they face in everyday life, (whether personal or work 

related) and removing their often unseen roadblocks to increased business and personal effectiveness.  

Peter’s coaching includes change management, organisational transformation and learning cultures, 

business growth from concept to successful enterprise, advanced personal mastery skills, emotional 

intelligence, professional debrief and improved self management of performance goals. Peter has the 

real world experience to provide coaching to others in business and life challenges. As a business founder 

and workplace leader, Peter has also delivered educational & research services for Griffith University, 

Monash University, and University of Queensland.  

WHY ARE THEY WORTH LISTENING TO?  

Marco and Peter’s leadership work is theoretically ahead of the curve, and is 

fully empirically supported.  

They are set apart in the overcrowded leadership market space as visionaries, and “Elders” 

in their own right.   

Firstly, they are excellent teachers and growth facilitators. This is the culmination of 25 + 

years’ experience each, in Executive and Personal coaching, and Organisational consulting, 

since their graduation as Psychologists.  

In addition, and more importantly - they personally embody their ideas and professional 

practice; they model their content, they “are their messages” - in mind, heart and soul.      

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?  

Registration Fees for Individual attendance at our 2 hour Leadership Enhancement Seminar 

is $33 (inclusive of GST).   

Numbers are strictly limited, to ensure an interactive discussion and will quickly fill, so 

please book now to ensure your seat.   Visit our website (www.guidelight.com.au) or call us 

on 07 5527 0123 to purchase your ticket. 

 

http://www.guidelight.com.au/

